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*** 

Confirmed  and  corroborated  by  at  least  two  dozen  of  my  former  students  both  inside
Pakistan’s military-intelligence apparatus as well as those protesting it. This is the face of
fascism,  the  culmination  of  a  year-long  Washington-backed  regime  change  operation
against former prime minister Imran Khan.

“Around 7000+ PTI supporters and workers across Pakistan are in illegal custody of multiple
LEAs and Police at the moment and not presented in any court after so many days of
abduction.

The IG of Punjab himself claimed 3500+ abductions in Punjab. The actual number is around
5000+ for Punjab and 2000+ for KP & Islamabad.

No law permits any custody after 24 hours without presenting the accused in courts. Out of
~5000 abductions in Punjab, only ~200 presented in Punjab’s courts so far. 

None of them were not involved in any kind of vandalism at all and arrested just because
they are peaceful PTI Supporters/Workers and their families. 

It’s  the  first  time  in  history  that  political  workers’  female  family  members  are  also  being
picked up to  pressurise and humiliate  them. In  one case,  an 8 year-old  kid  was also
kidnapped for a few hours.

Hundreds of them are reportedly being tortured and pressurised to give false statements
against PTI leadership.”
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Research articles.

Prof. Junaid S. Ahmad teaches Religion and Global Politics, and is the Director of the Center
for the Study of Islam and Decoloniality, Islamabad, Pakistan. He is a regular contributor to
Global Research.

Featured image: Pakistan’s former Prime Minister Imran Khan gives a speech from his home on March
15,  with  tear  gas  cannisters  that  had  been  fired  at  protesters  by  the  police  trying  to  arrest  him
(Source:  Geopolitical  Economy  Report)
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